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Operations project in CMS Computing
Data Operations (coords: Gutsche / Klute)
✦

✦

responsible for central data processing and transfers: RAW data repacking and
prompt reconstruction at T0, RAW data and MC re-reconstruction and skimming
at T1’s, MC production at T2’s
it will ensure central data consistency and data distribution to T0/T1s including
custodial storage of primary datasets

Facilities Operations (coords: Kreuzer / Bonacorsi)
✦

✦

Responsible of providing and maintain a working distributed computing fabric
with a consistent working environment for Data Operations and Analysis users
It involves coordination of facilities operation, resource management and liaison
to external projects and organizations

Analysis Operations (NEW) (coords: Wurthwein, Belforte, D’Hondt)
✦

Responsible for central data placement at T2 level, CRAB server operations,
validation, and support, and for metrics, monitoring and evaluation of the
distributed analysis system
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Operations meetings
Data Operations
Weekly meetings, Monday afternoon, 3pm GVA time

✦

Data Certification; Processing at CERN; MC production; Re-processing at T1‘s; Data
Transfer and Integrity

-

Facilities Operations
Weekly meetings, Monday afternoon, 5pm GVA time

✦
-

Operational achievements and issues at Tier-0/1/2

-

Report by CMS contacts at T1’s; overview of SAM and SiteReadiness status for all sites
CMSSW deployment status on EGEE an OSG
Invited talks on hot-issues at CMS Facilities issues (challenges, storage, monitoring, etc)

-

Weekly (rotating real/virtual) Asian meetings and Russian/Turkish meetings

✦

Minimal effort from sites needed: no reports asked
Maximum efforts come from CMS central Ops teams (reports, overview, …)

-

Time is good for Asian colleagues, and central CMS Ops people

-

Other CMS people (depending on topics and availability) sometime attend

CMS attends WLCG Ops daily calls, 3pm GVA time
twiki-based CMS reports since Feb09

✦
-

https://twiki.cern.ch/twiki/bin/view/CMS/FacOps_WLCGdailyreports
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Readiness of sites: CMS requirements on Tiers [1/4]
SAM availability for CMS Tiers
CMS-specific SAM tests

✦

Complementary to WLCG SAM, to mimic real CMS workflows

-

Widely documented elsewhere

Overall SAM Availability ranking for CMS {T1,T2}’s: goal is {90%, 80%}

✦
-

For all orangish/redish boxes we discuss at FacOps weekly meetings
T0 +
7 T1

T0 +
7 T1

Example: T1 sites
Random week
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Readiness of sites: CMS requirements on Tiers [2/4]
SiteReadiness project
✦

Global estimator in FacOps for the readiness of sites for daily operations
T1_[region]_[sitename]

T2_[region]_[sitename]

https://twiki.cern.ch/twiki/bin/view/CMS/SiteCommRules

From CMS Site Readiness metrics:
✦

SAM availability: fraction of time all functional tests succeed

✦

JobRobot eff: fraction of successful “fake” analysis jobs

✦

Links: # of commissioned data transfer links
http://lhcweb.pic.es/cms/CommLinksReports/CommissionedLinks_Sites.html
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Readiness of sites: CMS requirements on Tiers [3/4]
Example: ranking
of T1 sites

100%

0%
Week 21
(June 8th)
Week 39
(October 6th)

SiteReadiness goal for T1’s: 90%
Achieved averages in Jun-Oct 2009:

WLCG SAM (ops) not the full picture

✦

{FNAL, CNAF} at {99%, 95%}

✦

{PIC, IN2P3, KIT, RAL} at {87%, 86%, 85%, 73%}
ASGC at 50%

✦
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Readiness of sites: CMS requirements on Tiers [4/4]
Example: historical
data on T1 and T2 sites

T1

T2
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CMSSW deployment
CMSSW installed via Grid job
on EGEE and OSG sites
✦

Basic strategy: use RPM (with
apt-get) in CMS SW area

On EGEE and OSG:
✦

EGEE
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Sites responsibilities and CMS expectations [1/3]
Example: T1 sites

INFRASTRUCTURE.

CMS software server
Frontier / Squids
Local WN disk space (needed for caching input files - LazyDownload - and
writing output), needs to be sufficiently dimensioned

✦
✦
✦

-

CMS is working hard to restrict *all* file sizes to <10 GB and optimize workflows not
to overfill WNs at the sites

Correctly working TFC for CMS application and PhEDEx
Role and cleanup of /store/unmerged

✦
✦
-

temporary small files, don't have to go to tape, should be cleaned up automatically by
production systems, not perfect, need automatic cleanup by sites for files older than
30 days)

FTS server for regional site support
Data incoming from T0 should stay on disk for a period of time

✦
✦
-

in the first year all data coming from CERN should stay on disk.

Deploy improvements

✦
-

checksum verification of incoming files via PhEDEx may soon be in production
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Sites responsibilities and CMS expectations [2/3]
Example: T1 sites

OPERATIONAL.
Pre-staging via different methods (tested in STEP'09)
Tape family creation (‘manual’ communication with the sites).

✦
✦

In case of transfers into the sites: requests are not auto approved

-

-

additional safety net if tape families are not setup.

In case of output produced at sites, tape family creation is checked before
workflows are started

Transfer request approval within 24 hrs during business hrs

✦
-

Does not work reliably at all times, if necessary this is overruled by central
approval
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Sites responsibilities and CMS expectations [3/3]
Example: T1 sites
SUPPORT.
Facility and all central services: 24/7 (for T2’s: working hrs, Mon-Fri)
✦
✦

In case of alarm tickets, response within 1 hour
All central services (we expect: CEs, SEs, MSS, batch system, WNs, Frontier/
Squids, access to installed CMS software, ...)

CMS contact: nominally business hours (valid also for T2’s)
✦
✦
✦
✦
✦

✦
✦

✦

Contact has to be familiar with CMS workflows (valid also for T2’s)
Organize tape family setup
Approve transfer requests (valid also for T2’s)
Regularly check PhEDEx logs, proactively take actions (valid also for T2’s)
Regularly run PhEDEx consistency tools to check for orphaned files, and
inconsistencies in bookkeeping systems (valid also for T2’s)
Follow up on Savannah tickets and triage to facility if needed (valid also for T2’s)
Make sure that local hardware situation (available disk, tape) is close to pledges
and update SiteDB regularly (valid also for T2’s but less critical)
Proactive information about site issues (valid also for T2’s but less critical)
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More on: General vs exp-specific support issues
The WLCG MoA’s cover the general support by the sites
Normally the exp-specific support is much more limited
Impact on the site performance (as the site quality is measured on the overall system)

✦
✦

Higher level of integration is desirable
Experiments have specificities that is impossible to avoid
Nevertheless there are areas where the situation may be improved

✦
✦

Where WLCG can help?
Common interfaces for monitoring

✦

So that problems can be spotted by a non-experiment person
The Dashboard already helps a lot

-

Enforce correctness of publication of resources in the BDII

✦

So that exp people can more easily identify anomalities
Where are we with the implementation of:

-

https://twiki.cern.ch/twiki/pub/LCG/WLCGCommonComputingReadinessChallenges/WLCG_GlueSchemaUsage-1.8.pdf

Guidelines and monitoring of authorization

✦
-

Support for implementation of AuthZ in computing and data access using VOMS groups / roles
Monitoring of access rights (e.g. verify that normal users cannot delete experiment data)

Tutorials by CERN-IT / WLCG :

✦
-

How they would like CMS to correctly communicate issues and problems
Guidance of what would be GGUS Alarm ticket worthy would be appreciated by DataOps
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Ticketing systems [1/2]

GGUS

Savannah

GGUS
Long tradition of the standard Global Grid User Support system

✦
-

Reaches the WLCG site-admins and the fabric-level experts

Savannah
Problem tracking, troubleshooting reference, statistics, …

✦
-

Reaches ‘squads’ easy to define: CMS contacts at Tiers, tools/services experts, …
More: baseline tool for Offline Computing shifts, integrated with other CMS projects, ...
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Ticketing systems [2/2]
Wouldn’t a single ticketing system be preferable?
Of course. BUT: is there one with all the features CMS uses for Ops?

✦

CMS requested a Savannah-to-GGUS bridging
Work finalized. Now ready to be used. Start soon to gain experience in Ops

✦
-

Thanks to Guenter Grein (GGUS), Yves Perrin (LCG/SPI) and Simon Metson (CMS) for their great
efforts in the technical implementation and testing
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CMS SL5 migration status
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CMS Computing shifts
Started in Fall 2008 with 16/7 coverage
paused during Winter/Spring 2009
resumed in August 2009, with 24/7 coverage (3 timezones)

✦
✦

Currently CMS Offline/Computing shift crew pool
35 people in 3 timezones, mainly non-computing experts

✦

Shift roles
Computing Shift Personnel (CSP) monitor systems and raise alarms

✦
-

✦

contributes to the standard MoA service work defined by CMS, accounted as the Online Central
CMS shifts

Other roles support the CSP: see box

Shift procedures and checklists
✦

https://twiki.cern.ch/twiki/bin/view/CMS/ComputingShifts

More CSP tools/info
✦

Stable EVO in ad-hoc virtual room: http://evo.caltech.edu/

✦

Shift Sign-Up tool: http://tinyurl.com/r78zsb

✦

IM under generic “FacOpsShifter” account (instructions on a twiki)

✦

Computing Plan of the Day: http://cmsdoc.cern.ch/cmscc/shift/today.jsp

✦

Account in the CSP E-log: https://prod-grid-logger.cern.ch/elog/

✦

Savannah: https://savannah.cern.ch/projects/cmscompinfrasup/
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CMS Computing shifts and CMS Centres

Tandberg Video system
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Critical services and GridMap
Computing systems are built on a large number of services
WLCG needs to
periodically evaluate the readiness of services
have monitoring data to assess the service availability and reliability

✦
✦

CMS needs to:
provide a list of “critical services”
Define (and keep up-to-date!) the “ranking” from 1 to 10

✦
✦
-

Matching of ranking values to call-outs, support actions, etc

CMS gives a special meaning to all ranking values
All services are monitored during Computing shifts
✦

GridMap as the interface
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